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Kaplan&#39;s IELTS Premier with 8 Practice Tests provides in-depth review, test-taking strategies,

and test-like practice for all four sections of the Academic and General Training IELTS tests. Our

guide includes audio tracks to help you practice your speaking and listening skills, as well as

personalized score reports to help you focus your study and master the IELTS.The Best

ReviewEight full-length practice tests: six Academic IELTS and two General Training IELTS to

prepare for both versions of the examPractice questions with detailed answer explanationsIn-depth

review of the content and abilities tested on each section of the test, along with Kaplan&#39;s

proven methods and skill-building strategiesCD with audio tracks for test-like listening and speaking

practiceNew and exclusive interactive online centre with score reports, mock interviews, and audio

tracksContent is fully updated and revised so you know you have the most up-to-date test

informationExpert GuidanceKaplan&#39;s expert psychometricians ensure our practice questions

and study materials are true to the test.We invented test prepÃ¢â‚¬â€•Kaplan (www.kaptest.com)

has been helping students for almost 80 years. Our proven strategies have helped legions of

students achieve their dreams.Each year, hundreds of thousands of people in over 140 countries

worldwide take the IELTS exam in order to demonstrate English-language proficiency. The exam,

which tests listening, reading, writing, and speaking skills, is used for entrance into universities,

nonacademic business settings, and as a part of immigration applications for permanent residence

or citizenship in several English-speaking countries. The IELTS is an approved English-language

test for U.S. and UK naturalization and visa applications.
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Celebrating more than 75 years as the world leader in the test prep industry, Kaplan Test Prep

(www.kaptest.com) is a premier provider of educational and career services for individuals, schools,

and businesses. With a comprehensive menu of online offerings as well as a complete array of print

books and digital products, Kaplan offers preparation for more than 90 standardized tests, including

entrance exams for secondary school, college, and graduate school, as well as professional

licensing exams for attorneys, physicians, and nurses. Kaplan also provides private tutoring and

graduate admissions consulting services.

Returning as we cannot register the book online. Kaplan website doesn't show support for IELTS.

Even if you see a link it will let you register but does not provide access to the online materials.

This product is waste of money !!! Because you register online and do go anywhere also when you

check IELTS writing test answer at the end of the book you see all writing academic task 1 and task

2 doesn't have any conclusion at the end of writing sessions ....I am not satisfied at all ....Thank you,

this is bad. no online support despite the fact that u have purchased it.

Extremely unsatisfied.No support in U.S.No one is answering.Been charged an extra 5$ for online

resources and couldn't access them at all.Absolutely no one to help.Use other resources and don't

waste your time on this.

Very confusing and unnecessarily repeated instructions. Nothing given in the speaking section other

than the topics. Waste of money.

I already did the registration at kaptestglobal.com/resources, added the promotional code for opting

free of charge, It took several days to them answer and activate.

For those preparing for the IELTS,this is a good start.You have access to the book (obviously), as

well as material contained on the included CD and online. It claims 40 hours of practice material,and



it definitely holds true on those claims.English proficiency testing is becoming more involved and

advanced because the stakes are higher. Therefore, proper preparation is key. With this book,the

student is exposed to the test questions, test format, test sections, and allows the student to feel at

ease when taking test. It removes that foreboding "unknown" feeling. I found this important, because

adjusting to the test layout can be confusing itself and cause a person to waste time.The listening

and reading sections are good, as they are easy to practice and grade. It is harder to practice the

writing and speaking, as obviously, you need someone in the know to grade you and tell you how

you are doing. Test takers can supplement this by getting penpals or language exchange partners

to help them with the little details that tend to be overlooked and cause a person to lose points. For

a test like this, one to prove a high level of English profieciency, this is a step that should not be

ignored.The online portion of this book does have "expert feedback," but test takers need to branch

out and practice responding on the fly to writing and speaking prompts in order to curtail the nerves

that tend to come with performing on the spot.I think the best part of this book is that it breaks down

how well you do on each section so you can pinpoint what areas need work. This allows you to save

time and focus on those areas that might be holding you back from the score needed for your

program. Test prep has come a long way, and seeing Kaplan offer a physical book, CD, and online

resources is a nice change of pace. It definitely is a good place to start to begin to familiarize

yourself with the material and get a decent score.

Comprehensive preparation to take the IELTS. Before buying this be aware that this is a British

version so the spelling will be British, i.e. colour, behaviour, labelling etc. which can be somewhat

confusing if the studentÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s spelling skills are less than stellar. There is a CD

included for the practice sessions and the book and CD work together. The book will prompt for

when to listen to the CD.Not all universities take the IELTS. There is a list of information on the web

which could not be posted here but is easy to find by searching on the web.There is more

information on the web but I couldnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t post it here because the links are outside of .

Again, just searching on IELTS gives lots of good information.The book also includes a link to the

website where there are additional study tools once you register at Kaptestglobal.com/resources.I

got this manual for review to improve my English since it is a second language for me and

IÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ll be going through sections where I feel I have weaknesses. Oddly enough I love

tests so this is more of treat than a chore.
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